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A conversational introduction to combinatorics for upper undergraduates, emphasizing problem solving and active student
participation.
This new edition illustrates the power of linear algebra in the study of graphs. The emphasis on matrix techniques is greater than in
other texts on algebraic graph theory. Important matrices associated with graphs (for example, incidence, adjacency and Laplacian
matrices) are treated in detail. Presenting a useful overview of selected topics in algebraic graph theory, early chapters of the text
focus on regular graphs, algebraic connectivity, the distance matrix of a tree, and its generalized version for arbitrary graphs,
known as the resistance matrix. Coverage of later topics include Laplacian eigenvalues of threshold graphs, the positive definite
completion problem and matrix games based on a graph. Such an extensive coverage of the subject area provides a welcome
prompt for further exploration. The inclusion of exercises enables practical learning throughout the book. In the new edition, a new
chapter is added on the line graph of a tree, while some results in Chapter 6 on Perron-Frobenius theory are reorganized. Whilst
this book will be invaluable to students and researchers in graph theory and combinatorial matrix theory, it will also benefit readers
in the sciences and engineering.
Aimed at undergraduate mathematics and computer science students, this book is an excellent introduction to a lot of problems of
discrete mathematics. It discusses a number of selected results and methods, mostly from areas of combinatorics and graph
theory, and it uses proofs and problem solving to help students understand the solutions to problems. Numerous examples,
figures, and exercises are spread throughout the book.
Graph theory goes back several centuries and revolves around the study of graphs—mathematical structures showing relations
between objects. With applications in biology, computer science, transportation science, and other areas, graph theory
encompasses some of the most beautiful formulas in mathematics—and some of its most famous problems. The Fascinating World
of Graph Theory explores the questions and puzzles that have been studied, and often solved, through graph theory. This book
looks at graph theory's development and the vibrant individuals responsible for the field's growth. Introducing fundamental
concepts, the authors explore a diverse plethora of classic problems such as the Lights Out Puzzle, and each chapter contains
math exercises for readers to savor. An eye-opening journey into the world of graphs, The Fascinating World of Graph Theory
offers exciting problem-solving possibilities for mathematics and beyond.
Concisely written, gentle introduction to graph theory suitable as a textbook or for self-study Graph-theoretic applications from
diverse fields (computer science, engineering, chemistry, management science) 2nd ed. includes new chapters on labeling and
communications networks and small worlds, as well as expanded beginner's material Many additional changes, improvements,
and corrections resulting from classroom use
The Cambridge Graph Theory Conference, held at Trinity College from 11 to 13 March 1981, brought together top ranking workers
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from diverse areas of the subject. The papers presented were by invitation only. This volume contains most of the contniutions,
suitably refereed and revised. For many years now, graph theory has been developing at a great pace and in many directions. In
order to emphasize the variety of questions and to preserve the freshness of research, the theme of the meeting was not
restricted. Consequently, the papers in this volume deal with many aspects of graph theory, including colouring, connectivity,
cycles, Ramsey theory, random graphs, flows, simplicial decompositions and directed graphs. A number of other papers are
concerned with related areas, including hypergraphs, designs, algorithms, games and social models. This wealth of topics should
enhance the attractiveness of the volume.
Paul Erd?s published more papers during his lifetime than any other mathematician, especially in discrete mathematics. He had a
nose for beautiful, simply-stated problems with solutions that have far-reaching consequences across mathematics. This
captivating book, written for students, provides an easy-to-understand introduction to discrete mathematics by presenting
questions that intrigued Erd?s, along with his brilliant ways of working toward their answers. It includes young Erd?s's proof of
Bertrand's postulate, the Erd?s-Szekeres Happy End Theorem, De Bruijn-Erd?s theorem, Erd?s-Rado delta-systems, Erd?s-KoRado theorem, Erd?s-Stone theorem, the Erd?s-Rényi-Sós Friendship Theorem, Erd?s-Rényi random graphs, the Chvátal-Erd?s
theorem on Hamilton cycles, and other results of Erd?s, as well as results related to his work, such as Ramsey's theorem or
Deza's theorem on weak delta-systems. Its appendix covers topics normally missing from introductory courses. Filled with
personal anecdotes about Erd?s, this book offers a behind-the-scenes look at interactions with the legendary collaborator.
Eulerian Graphs and Related Topics
Hallmark features include: * A focus on the important ideas of mathematics that students will retain long after their formal studies are
complete. * An engaging and humorous style, written to be read and enjoyed. * Ten Life Lessons that readers will apply beyond their study of
mathematics. * Use of a variety of visualization techniques that direct students to model their thinking and to actively explore the world around
them. New to this Edition: * A new chapter, Deciding Wisely: Applications of Rigorous Thought, provides a thought-provoking capstone. *
Expanded and improved statistics and probability content in Chapter 7, Taming Uncertainty. * Enhanced Mindscapes at the end of each
section which ask the reader to review, apply and think deeply about the ideas presented in the chapter. * Radically superior ancillary
package.
In its second edition, expanded with new chapters on domination in graphs and on the spectral properties of graphs, this book offers a solid
background in the basics of graph theory. Introduces such topics as Dirac's theorem on k-connected graphs and more.
Written by two prominent figures in the field, this comprehensive text provides a remarkably student-friendly approach. Its sound yet
accessible treatment emphasizes the history of graph theory and offers unique examples and lucid proofs. 2004 edition.
Graphs, Combinatorics, Algorithms and Applications: The research papers contributed by leading experts in their respective field discusses
current areas of research in graph theory such as: Graphoidal covers Hyper graphs Domination in graph Signed graphs Graph labelings and
Theoretical computer science This volume will serve as an excellent reference for experts and research scholars working in Graph Theory
and related topics.
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This book is a clear and self-contained introduction to discrete mathematics, and in particular to combinatorics and graph theory. Aimed at
undergraduate and early graduate students in mathematics and computer science, it is written with the goal of stimulating interest in
mathematics and provides an active, problem-solving approach to the material. The reader is led to an understanding of the basic principles
and methods of actually doing mathematics. It is more narrowly focused than many discrete mathematics textbooks and treats selected topics
in unusual depth and from several points of view. The book reflects the conviction of the authors, active and internationally renowned
mathematicians, that the most important gain from studying mathematics is the cultivation of clear and logical thinking and habits, invariably
useful for attacking new problem. More than 400 exercises, ranging widely in difficulty and many accompanied by hints for solution, support
this approach to teaching. Readers will appreciate the lively and informal style of the text, accompanied by more than 200 drawings and
diagrams. Specialists in various parts of science with a basic mathematical education wishing to apply discrete mathematics in their field can
use the book as a useful source, and even experts in combinatorics may occasionally learn from pointers to research literature or from the
presentation of recent results. Invitation to Discrete Mathematics should make delightful reading both for beginners and for mathematical
professionals. The main topics include: elementary counting problems, asymptotic estimates, basic graph theory and graph algorithms, finite
projective planes, elementary probability and the probabilistic method, generating functions, and combinatorial applications of linear algebra.
General mathematical notions beyond high-school level are thouroughly explained in the introductory chapter. An appendix summarizes the
undergraduate algebra needed in some of the more advanced sections of the book.
This Invitation to Mathematics consists of 14 contributions, many from the world's leading mathematicians, which introduce the readers to
exciting aspects of current mathematical research. The contributions are as varied as the personalities of active mathematicians, but together
they show mathematics as a rich and lively field of research. The contributions are written for interested students at the age of transition
between high school and university who know high school mathematics and perhaps competition mathematics and who want to find out what
current research mathematics is about. We hope that it will also be of interest to teachers or more advanced mathematicians who would like
to learn about exciting aspects of mathematics outside of their own work or specialization. Together with a team of young ``test readers'',
editors and authors have taken great care, through a substantial ``active editing'' process, to make the contributions understandable by the
intended readership.
The primary aim of this book is to present a coherent introduction to graph theory, suitable as a textbook for advanced undergraduate and
beginning graduate students in mathematics and computer science. It provides a systematic treatment of the theory of graphs without
sacrificing its intuitive and aesthetic appeal. Commonly used proof techniques are described and illustrated. The book also serves as an
introduction to research in graph theory.
This text approaches integration via measure theory as opposed to measure theory via integration, an approach which makes it easier to
grasp the subject. Apart from its central importance to pure mathematics, the material is also relevant to applied mathematics and probability,
with proof of the mathematics set out clearly and in considerable detail. Numerous worked examples necessary for teaching and learning at
undergraduate level constitute a strong feature of the book, and after studying statements of results of the theorems, students should be able
to attempt the 300 problem exercises which test comprehension and for which detailed solutions are provided. Approaches integration via
measure theory, as opposed to measure theory via integration, making it easier to understand the subject Includes numerous worked
examples necessary for teaching and learning at undergraduate level Detailed solutions are provided for the 300 problem exercises which
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test comprehension of the theorems provided

Journey into Discrete Mathematics is designed for use in a first course in mathematical abstraction for early-career
undergraduate mathematics majors. The important ideas of discrete mathematics are included—logic, sets, proof writing,
relations, counting, number theory, and graph theory—in a manner that promotes development of a mathematical mindset
and prepares students for further study. While the treatment is designed to prepare the student reader for the
mathematics major, the book remains attractive and appealing to students of computer science and other problemsolving disciplines. The exposition is exquisite and engaging and features detailed descriptions of the thought processes
that one might follow to attack the problems of mathematics. The problems are appealing and vary widely in depth and
difficulty. Careful design of the book helps the student reader learn to think like a mathematician through the exposition
and the problems provided. Several of the core topics, including counting, number theory, and graph theory, are visited
twice: once in an introductory manner and then again in a later chapter with more advanced concepts and with a deeper
perspective. Owen D. Byer and Deirdre L. Smeltzer are both Professors of Mathematics at Eastern Mennonite University.
Kenneth L. Wantz is Professor of Mathematics at Regent University. Collectively the authors have specialized expertise
and research publications ranging widely over discrete mathematics and have over fifty semesters of combined
experience in teaching this subject.
This book was first published in 2003. Combinatorica, an extension to the popular computer algebra system
Mathematica®, is the most comprehensive software available for teaching and research applications of discrete
mathematics, particularly combinatorics and graph theory. This book is the definitive reference/user's guide to
Combinatorica, with examples of all 450 Combinatorica functions in action, along with the associated mathematical and
algorithmic theory. The authors cover classical and advanced topics on the most important combinatorial objects:
permutations, subsets, partitions, and Young tableaux, as well as all important areas of graph theory: graph construction
operations, invariants, embeddings, and algorithmic graph theory. In addition to being a research tool, Combinatorica
makes discrete mathematics accessible in new and exciting ways to a wide variety of people, by encouraging
computational experimentation and visualization. The book contains no formal proofs, but enough discussion to
understand and appreciate all the algorithms and theorems it contains.
A lively invitation to the flavor, elegance, and power of graphtheory This mathematically rigorous introduction is tempered
and enlivenedby numerous illustrations, revealing examples, seductiveapplications, and historical references. An awardwinning teacher,Russ Merris has crafted a book designed to attract and engagethrough its spirited exposition, a rich
assortment of well-chosenexercises, and a selection of topics that emphasizes the kinds ofthings that can be
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manipulated, counted, and pictured. Intendedneither to be a comprehensive overview nor an encyclopedicreference, this
focused treatment goes deeply enough into asufficiently wide variety of topics to illustrate the flavor,elegance, and power
of graph theory. Another unique feature of the book is its user-friendly modularformat. Following a basic foundation in
Chapters 1-3, the remainderof the book is organized into four strands that can be exploredindependently of each other.
These strands center, respectively,around matching theory; planar graphs and hamiltonian cycles;topics involving
chordal graphs and oriented graphs that naturallyemerge from recent developments in the theory of graphic
sequences;and an edge coloring strand that embraces both Ramsey theory and aself-contained introduction to Pólya's
enumeration ofnonisomorphic graphs. In the edge coloring strand, the reader ispresumed to be familiar with the disjoint
cycle factorization of apermutation. Otherwise, all prerequisites for the book can be foundin a standard sophomore
course in linear algebra. The independence of strands also makes Graph Theory an excellentresource for
mathematicians who require access to specific topicswithout wanting to read an entire book on the subject.
Category theory is unmatched in its ability to organize and layer abstractions and to find commonalities between
structures of all sorts. No longer the exclusive preserve of pure mathematicians, it is now proving itself to be a powerful
tool in science, informatics, and industry. By facilitating communication between communities and building rigorous
bridges between disparate worlds, applied category theory has the potential to be a major organizing force. This book
offers a self-contained tour of applied category theory. Each chapter follows a single thread motivated by a real-world
application and discussed with category-theoretic tools. We see data migration as an adjoint functor, electrical circuits in
terms of monoidal categories and operads, and collaborative design via enriched profunctors. All the relevant category
theory, from simple to sophisticated, is introduced in an accessible way with many examples and exercises, making this
an ideal guide even for those without experience of university-level mathematics.
This book spreads into twelve chapters covering the various aspects of Graph Theory. In this Edition a new chapter
MATCHING is added for the benefit of students. This book is intended as a text book for the Undergraduate and
Postgraduate Courses of mathematics. This book also covers the syllabus of B.E., Courses in Computer Science
Engineering, Information Technology and Electronics and Communication Engineering. A simple and concise book with
full of information.
"Spectral graph theory starts by associating matrices to graphs - notably, the adjacency matrix and the Laplacian matrix.
The general theme is then, firstly, to compute or estimate the eigenvalues of such matrices, and secondly, to relate the
eigenvalues to structural properties of graphs. As it turns out, the spectral perspective is a powerful tool. Some of its
loveliest applications concern facts that are, in principle, purely graph theoretic or combinatorial. This text is an
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introduction to spectral graph theory, but it could also be seen as an invitation to algebraic graph theory. The first half is
devoted to graphs, finite fields, and how they come together. This part provides an appealing motivation and context of
the second, spectral, half. The text is enriched by many exercises and their solutions. The target audience are students
from the upper undergraduate level onwards. We assume only a familiarity with linear algebra and basic group theory.
Graph theory, finite fields, and character theory for abelian groups receive a concise overview and render the text
essentially self-contained"-An application-oriented introduction to the highly topical area of the development and analysis of efficient fixed-parameter
algorithms for hard problems. Aimed at graduate and research mathematicians, algorithm designers, and computer
scientists, it provides a fresh view on this highly innovative field of algorithmic research.
Invitation to Discrete Mathematics is an introduction and a thoroughly comprehensive text at the same time. A lively and
entertaining style with mathematical precision and maturity uniquely combine into an intellectual happening and should
delight the interested reader. A master example of teaching contemporary discrete mathematics, and of teaching science
in general.
Algorithmic graph theory has been expanding at an extremely rapid rate since the middle of the twentieth century, in parallel with the growth
of computer science and the accompanying utilization of computers, where efficient algorithms have been a prime goal. This book presents
material on developments on graph algorithms and related concepts that will be of value to both mathematicians and computer scientists, at a
level suitable for graduate students, researchers and instructors. The fifteen expository chapters, written by acknowledged international
experts on their subjects, focus on the application of algorithms to solve particular problems. All chapters were carefully edited to enhance
readability and standardize the chapter structure as well as the terminology and notation. The editors provide basic background material in
graph theory, and a chapter written by the book's Academic Consultant, Martin Charles Golumbic (University of Haifa, Israel), provides
background material on algorithms as connected with graph theory.
The book concludes with a survey of recent developments on coloring graphs on surfaces.
Graph Theory is a branch of discrete mathematics. It has many applications to many different areas of Science and Engineering. This book
provides the most up-to-date research findings and applications in Graph Theory. This book focuses on the latest research in Graph Theory.
It provides recent findings that are occurring in the field, offers insights on an international and transnational levels, identifies the gaps in the
results, and includes forthcoming international studies and research, along with its applications in Networking, Computer Science, Chemistry,
and Biological Sciences, etc. The book is written with researchers and post graduate students in mind.
Graphs are usually represented as geometric objects drawn in the plane, consisting of nodes and curves connecting them. The main
message of this book is that such a representation is not merely a way to visualize the graph, but an important mathematical tool. It is obvious
that this geometry is crucial in engineering, for example, if you want to understand rigidity of frameworks and mobility of mechanisms. But
even if there is no geometry directly connected to the graph-theoretic problem, a well-chosen geometric embedding has mathematical
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meaning and applications in proofs and algorithms. This book surveys a number of such connections between graph theory and geometry:
among others, rubber band representations, coin representations, orthogonal representations, and discrete analytic functions. Applications
are given in information theory, statistical physics, graph algorithms and quantum physics. The book is based on courses and lectures that
the author has given over the last few decades and offers readers with some knowledge of graph theory, linear algebra, and probability a
thorough introduction to this exciting new area with a large collection of illuminating examples and exercises.
This book presents a compendium of the 10 articles published in the recent Special Issue “Distance and Domination in Graphs”. The works
appearing herein deal with several topics on graph theory that relate to the metric and dominating properties of graphs. The topics of the
gathered publications deal with some new open lines of investigations that cover not only graphs, but also digraphs. Different variations in
dominating sets or resolving sets are appearing, and a review on some networks’ curvatures is also present.
This undergraduate textbook promotes an active transition to higher mathematics. Problem solving is the heart and soul of this book: each
problem is carefully chosen to demonstrate, elucidate, or extend a concept. More than 300 exercises engage the reader in extensive
arguments and creative approaches, while exploring connections between fundamental mathematical topics. Divided into four parts, this book
begins with a playful exploration of the building blocks of mathematics, such as definitions, axioms, and proofs. A study of the fundamental
concepts of logic, sets, and functions follows, before focus turns to methods of proof. Having covered the core of a transition course, the
author goes on to present a selection of advanced topics that offer opportunities for extension or further study. Throughout, appendices touch
on historical perspectives, current trends, and open questions, showing mathematics as a vibrant and dynamic human enterprise. This
second edition has been reorganized to better reflect the layout and curriculum of standard transition courses. It also features recent
developments and improved appendices. An Invitation to Abstract Mathematics is ideal for those seeking a challenging and engaging
transition to advanced mathematics, and will appeal to both undergraduates majoring in mathematics, as well as non-math majors interested
in exploring higher-level concepts. From reviews of the first edition: Bajnok’s new book truly invites students to enjoy the beauty, power, and
challenge of abstract mathematics. ... The book can be used as a text for traditional transition or structure courses ... but since Bajnok invites
all students, not just mathematics majors, to enjoy the subject, he assumes very little background knowledge. Jill Dietz, MAA Reviews The
style of writing is careful, but joyously enthusiastic.... The author’s clear attitude is that mathematics consists of problem solving, and that
writing a proof falls into this category. Students of mathematics are, therefore, engaged in problem solving, and should be given problems to
solve, rather than problems to imitate. The author attributes this approach to his Hungarian background ... and encourages students to
embrace the challenge in the same way an athlete engages in vigorous practice. John Perry, zbMATH
The book is based on the syllabus of Computer Science and Engineering Programme under APJ Abdul Kalam Technological University,
Kerala.
An in-depth account of graph theory, written for serious students of mathematics and computer science. It reflects the current state of the
subject and emphasises connections with other branches of pure mathematics. Recognising that graph theory is one of several courses
competing for the attention of a student, the book contains extensive descriptive passages designed to convey the flavour of the subject and
to arouse interest. In addition to a modern treatment of the classical areas of graph theory, the book presents a detailed account of newer
topics, including Szemerédis Regularity Lemma and its use, Shelahs extension of the Hales-Jewett Theorem, the precise nature of the phase
transition in a random graph process, the connection between electrical networks and random walks on graphs, and the Tutte polynomial and
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its cousins in knot theory. Moreover, the book contains over 600 well thought-out exercises: although some are straightforward, most are
substantial, and some will stretch even the most able reader.

This volume is a tribute to the life and mathematical work of G.A. Dirac (1925-1984). One of the leading graph theorists,
he developed methods of great originality and made many fundamental discoveries. The forty-two papers are all
concerned with (or related to) Dirac's main lines of research. A number of mathematicians pay tribute to his memory by
presenting new results in different areas of graph theory. Among the topics included are paths and cycles, hamiltonian
graphs, vertex colouring and critical graphs, graphs and surfaces, edge-colouring, and infinite graphs. Some of the
papers were originally presented at a meeting held in Denmark in 1985. Attendance being by invitation only, some 55
mathematicians from 14 countries participated in various lectures and discussions on graph theory related to the work of
Dirac. This volume contains contributions from others as well, so should not be regarded only as the proceedings of that
meeting. A problems section is included, as well as a listing of Dirac's own publications.
The Only Undergraduate Textbook to Teach Both Classical and Virtual Knot Theory An Invitation to Knot Theory: Virtual
and Classical gives advanced undergraduate students a gentle introduction to the field of virtual knot theory and
mathematical research. It provides the foundation for students to research knot theory and read journal articles on their
own. Each chapter includes numerous examples, problems, projects, and suggested readings from research papers. The
proofs are written as simply as possible using combinatorial approaches, equivalence classes, and linear algebra. The
text begins with an introduction to virtual knots and counted invariants. It then covers the normalized f-polynomial (Jones
polynomial) and other skein invariants before discussing algebraic invariants, such as the quandle and biquandle. The
book concludes with two applications of virtual knots: textiles and quantum computation.
This book is a clear and self-contained introduction to discrete mathematics. Aimed mainly at undergraduate and early
graduate students of mathematics and computer science, it is written with the goal of stimulating interest in mathematics
and an active, problem-solving approach to the presented material. The reader is led to an understanding of the basic
principles and methods of actually doing mathematics (and having fun at that). Being more narrowly focused than many
discrete mathematics textbooks and treating selected topics in an unusual depth and from several points of view, the
book reflects the conviction of the authors, active and internationally renowned mathematicians, that the most important
gain from studying mathematics is the cultivation of clear and logical thinking and habits useful for attacking new
problems. More than 400 enclosed exercises with a wide range of difficulty, many of them accompanied by hints for
solution, support this approach to teaching. The readers will appreciate the lively and informal style of the text
accompanied by more than 200 drawings and diagrams. Specialists in various parts of science with a basic mathematical
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education wishing to apply discrete mathematics in their field can use the book as a useful source, and even experts in
combinatorics may occasionally learn from pointers to research literature or from presentations of recent results.
Invitation to Discrete Mathematics should make a delightful reading both for beginners and for mathematical
professionals. The main topics include: elementary counting problems, asymptotic estimates, partially ordered sets, basic
graph theory and graph algorithms, finite projective planes, elementary probability and the probabilistic method,
generating functions, Ramsey's theorem, and combinatorial applications of linear algebra. General mathematical notions
going beyond the high-school level are thoroughly explained in the introductory chapter. An appendix summarizes the
undergraduate algebra needed in some of the more advanced sections of the book.
An acclaimed biography of the Enlightenment's greatest mathematician This is the first full-scale biography of Leonhard
Euler (1707–1783), one of the greatest mathematicians and theoretical physicists of all time. In this comprehensive and
authoritative account, Ronald Calinger connects the story of Euler's eventful life to the astonishing achievements that
place him in the company of Archimedes, Newton, and Gauss. Drawing on Euler's massive published works and
correspondence, this biography sets Euler's work in its multilayered context—personal, intellectual, institutional, political,
cultural, religious, and social. It is a story of nearly incessant accomplishment, from Euler's fundamental contributions to
almost every area of pure and applied mathematics in his time—especially calculus, mechanics, and optics—to his
advances in shipbuilding, telescopes, acoustics, ballistics, cartography, chronology, and music theory.
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